


SUMMARY AND CONCWSIQN 

In criti.que of pure reason, Kant defines understanding as 

'the faculty of judging' and judgemen't;s have been classifie<l by 

him as analytic and synthetic.. According to Kant, in an analytic 

judgement the concept of the predicate is contained in the concept 

of the .subject, while in a synthetic judgement the concept of tte 

predicate stands outside the concept of the subject. Since Kant, 

philosophers have been attracted by the notion of anal.yt.icity from. 

time to time and have come forward to give an adequate explanation 

of an analytic: statement .in various ways. Some such explanations 

aret 

1) Analytic statements are apriori statements. 

2) Analytj,c statements are necessary statements. 

3 J Truth of an analytic statement fol1Qws from the meaning 

of the wo;:ds involved. 

4) Analyticity of a statement follows from the synonymity 

of the terms involved therein~ 

A little reflection would reveal that the above explanations 

have tried 1:0 explain analyticity in terms of some other concepts 

which stand themselves in need of clarifications. One such concept 

is the concept of apriority.., ~his particular concept has been used 

in different senses in the hands of philosophers. Thus,. apriority 

sometimes has been used in the sense of • .indePendent1 of empi~ical 

f acts• , sometimes in the sense of ' inoependent of experience• , · 



sometimes ~ the sense of • independent o:f empirical vertj;icat.ion• 

and so on. And the exact sense in wh.ich the notion of apriority 

should be taken in the present context is not clear. Moreover, 

difficulty arises -l:'egarding the terms • fact•, •experience• and 

•verification• also. 1'hey can be used in more than one sense. And 

philosophers are not of the same opinion· regarding the exact sense 

in which the ·teJ:ms should be used •. In such circum::rtances., explanation 

of analytic statements. as aprior~ statements cannot help us to· 

unde~stand the. notion of analyticity properlY.• 

In ·the sane ..,,..ray, the concept of necessity has 1:ecei.ved 

various interpretations in the hatlds o£ different philosophers •. 

Aristotle used necessity· in two different senses,. absolute and 

relative. ACcording ·to him, absolute nec;essary truths express 

insight into the essenc~s of th~gs while relative necessary truths 

are necessary in relation to a g~ven hypothesis. ACcord~g to . 
.. 

Leibnitz,. n~ssary truths rest on the. .pr~nciple of contrad.ictioi'l.

Hume distinguishes two types of nece.ss.tty, natural anc;l_ philosophi

cal. K~t· doe_s not oUer any positive definition of necess.ity. 

Rather, he defines necessity negatively as a oo~cept the opposite 

of wh.ich would' be ~conceivable. The positivists also. f~l t9 

offer a satisfactory explal)ation of the c:o~cept of necess.ity:• .In 

facti to exp+ain necessity, 'ttley have introduced terms like •rule~ 

o£ language'# • apprehend'' i etc. which are undoubtedly. ob.scure terms •. 

Horeover, the particular concept ·• f;).ecessity:t- may be used as_ log4,cal 

necess.itt. p&ycholog.ical necessity, natural necessity and so on. 



Hence, exactly in which of the above senses • necessity' should be 

handled here, remains unspecified •. 

f\n attempt to exp~ain analytic statement in term$ of meaning 

of the words involved, .cannot help us too BUell• .If meaning is 

considered as a determining factor, it would be really difficult 

to draw a line of distinction between analytic and non-analytic 

statement. Moreover, in ordinary language a good number 9f words 

~ay be used in more. than one sense. He.nce, without referring to 
the context it becomes somewhat difficult to determine meaning of 

a particular wo~. 'l'hus, in the two statements ·•work hard to reach 

the goal' and 'he scored a goal• the word 'goal' clearly differ 

in respect of meaning •. Above all, ~ince the fundamental. question 

regarding t~e conc::ept of meaning i.e •. 'what do we mean by_ meaning 

of an expressioni' is yet to be answered, attempt to explain 

analyticity in terms of meaning bound to be futile. 

J?hilosophers willing to explain ~alyi;.icity in terms of 

synonymity fail to real.:L~e the fundamental point that L the two . 

terms used as th~ subject and the predicate .in an analytic $tate

ment are not of the same status,.- 'l'hat such two teri'f!S are not of the 

same status· :and henc;e ~annot ~e regarded as _.synonymous can l:)e shown 

by the following facts. One. such fact . .is that_ although we_ can 

define • bacheloJ;"' in terms of • unmarri~d man'._ 1 oculist• ill terms 

o£ • eye-doctor• , we cannot define • unmar.ried"!''m~• by ·• bachelor• # 

• eye-doctor• by • oculist'. Again, while • bachelor• may be used to 

denote ·•graduate degree holders•, • unmarried man• cannot be used 
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to denote such. MOreover., in the absence o£ a. suitable criterion 

of synonymity attempt to explain ~alyticity in terms of synonymity 

cannot achieve the desired result. Hence arises the need to explain 

the notion of synonymity. 

The notion of synonymity .is a very :fundamental. notion 

involving in th.e philosophy of J.anguage.· In our earlier discussion, 

we haVe noticed that without. the notion o£ synonymity we cannQt 

explain analytic s·tatements . like 'Bachelors aJ:e unmarr~~ men',. 

•oculists are ~ye-dqctors•, 'J?~ocrastinat.ion means putting things 

off'' and so on. Again, the role of synonymity is undoubtedly very 

£und~...ntal in understanding meaning of. an expression. In reply 

to the question· ·'~:1hat do we ·mean by meaning of an expression• we 

exhibit another expression having the same meaning. Beside~· these, 

the notion of synonymity is ±mpli?it in indirect quotation, in 

translation and so on. Being a such import~t notion synony.mit¥ 

rightly deserves a suitable criterion. Hence, we come across a 

numbe;- of cri~eria trying to explain the particular notion oi 

synonymity. AmOng them, criterion of evoking the same .image, 

criterion of .intensional. identity, criterion of extensional .identity 

and criterion of interchangeability are mention~"Orthy. ACcording to 

the criterion of evoking the same ime.ge, since corresponding to 

each v.TOrd there .is an iaea or mental image, t~-10 words trould be . 

reg~ded as synonymous only if trey ~voke the same mental. ;image. 

'l'he c;iterion of intensional identity tries to explain syno.nymity 

.in terms of connotation of the concerned expressions. According 
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to the criterion of extensional ~dentity two expressions would be 

considered as synonymous only if the expressions do apply to exactly 

the same thing~ ACcording to tQ.e inteJ:Cbangeable criterion two words 

would be considered as synonymous ·i£ they may be interchanged in 

each sentence without altering the truth•value· of that sentence. 

Now, ·vrith a great dismay, we do notice that none of the above 

criteria has succeeded to explain the notion properly. Each of them 

suffers from limitations peculiar to its ·Own. Hence, crops 9P 

another problem in connection \'.T.ith the notion o~ synonymity. The 

problem .is to find out the exact· synonymy o:f two expressions 

involving i;1 ordinary · language. ~ruely speaking, J;·roblem of finding 

out exact synonymity is not so acute a pro~le~ in artificial 

language as in ordinary language. An artificial language .is a fo:anal 

nstem governed by spscif.ied rules. In such system certain rules 

speci:fy t~hat meaning and denotation is to be attoched to certain 

elements of the vocabulary-. Henc·e, arises the· question; '·Is theJ:e 

any factor standing on the v1ay to get exact synonyrrous word$ in 

ordinary language?' NOW# a careful exC)roination points out a good 

n\.Ul\ber of factors standing on the way to get exact syonymous 

expressions in ordinary language. Some such ~actor~ are context~ 

dependence, emotive .force, net-7 coinage, use of proverbs and 

metaphors~ etc.. Hence, another problem concerning the notion of 

synonymity stands before us in the following form •. would 

·non-availability of exact -synonym · lead us to accept. -any other 

stand-point peculiar to ordin~y J.anguage? Thi.s- problem leads some 

philosophers to introduce the concept o£ degrees of synonymity. AS 
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a result of introducing degrees of synonymity in ordinary language, 

synonymity of two expressions would only be a matteli:' of nore or less 

likeness of meaning. Thus, two expressions in ordinary language-

would be treated as synonymous expressions only if their kind and 

degree of likeness of meaning is sufficient for: a particular purpose. 

Nov-r, the point is that to admit degrees ·Of synonymity i,s not all 

to explain the notion of synonymity and hence some philosophers 

look ·at the notion of meaning to explain the notion of having th,2 

~"1Jl'l9 . m:.-e...,a ... n.-.i.,.n .. g or synonymity •. 

Among the tl'uee concept!> analyt:ic.ity, synonym.ity and me.aning, 

the concept o.f meaning is perhaps the most widely discussed concept. 

AlthOugh; as a concept mean~g .is concer.Ifed not only ·to philoso-

phers but also to linguists, grammarians, lexicographers and so on, 

it .is only philosoPhers whQ hav~ cqnsi<le~ed it as one of th~ most 

fundamental notions of language~ laliguage .is conventionally created 

for the purpose of connnun.icat.ion and we do communicate with fe~low 

beings through linguistic expressions having specific meanings~ : 

Naturally#. regarding lm1guage. basic questions arise in the £oliowing 
I' 

( , II II l " for.rru3 : What .it is fol.· an express~on tc have a meaning? or what do 
; \ 
~ : \ . 

v-1e mean 't.Yhen we aay, ·'procrastiriat.ion:• means (putting things offt.,: 

'gradually' means l bit by bit', •· if'' means l provi~d by~ Is there ~Y 
' 

'\ 

entity cal.led •meaning•? In connection t'lith the above questions\ 
'\ 

different theories of meaning have been advocated by different \ 
' ' ; ~ 

philosophers at different times. ~~ong them, some remarkable 

theories are the referential theory of meaning, the ideational· ' 

' '\ . \ 
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theory of meaning •. the behavioral theory of meaning, the use theory 

of meaning, the truth theory of neaning and the verifiability theory 

of meaning., Now, although each of the above theories has noticed 

·• meaning' from various angles, none of them has been able to offer 

a complete account of the notion of meaning as such •. And as under• 
' " 

lying rease>ns, I woul~· like to point out t~e following: (l) Different 

~ttit':l~s of Rhilosopher s tovr~ds 1anguase• . Among the three aspects 

of language ~uch as, syntax, semantics and pragmatics philosophers 

have. not attached equal importance to each of them.. ~he difference 

· .i,:,:~ ~·~?.1-gude towm:·d:;J language stands on the way to construct an 

adequate theory of meaning~ (2) .Fai.lure to distinguish between two 
. . ' ~ . 

stages of lansuaQe• Philosophers willing to formula~e a ~heory of 

meaning fail to realise that if we can think of a theory ·of meaning 

at all, it is only in learning $tage. In compositional or creative 
• ., ! 

stage,. it is hard to think of formulating such a theory since meaning 

of an expression in this stage does not alv1ays Q.epend. on lingl,listic 

or extra-linguistic £actors. in a straight way • .Rather, mean~ng 
of an expression in thts $tage is someti~s unique and .self-. 

revealedt> (3) Failure to realise the, fact ~at in ordi.narl languase 

an expression can be used in multi-various sense£• In_ ordinary 

language.. siru:e a single word may have d.ifferent uses., possib~lity 

of formulating a theory of meaning is very meagre •. 

Now# the point is . that i.f possibility of :formulating. ~ 

theory of _meaning. is truely very m~agre,. it ~·tould put. be;f:o~ us 

an answer•begging question in the following form. Is it possible 
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at all in ordinary language to give a satisfactory account of 

meaning? In connection with thi.s question, I think that an accolJilt 

of mean.ing would be considered as suitable if it adopts two negative 

and one positive stand ... points. From negative stand-point it should 

be remembered that :msaning-statemen.ts are in no way be identical 

with identity•statements. That a meaning•statement is quite different 

from an identity"""statement follows from the fact that t..rhereas in 

an identity..statement like •The capital of :rndia is Delhi' ~here 

is an entity and a definite description of it, in a meaning-statement 

like 'Procrastination means putting things. off' there is neither an 

entity nor any definite description of it. v~reover, to understand 

an identity-statement we require app;zropri~te criteria of classifi

cation and individuation. On t~ contrary, understanding a meaning

staten~nt is only a matter of knowing the conditions ·under which 

two words have the same use. From another negative stand.-point 
To 

it may be warned nptAoverlook the role of synonymity in explaining 

meaning. In fact, synonymity plays a very fundamental role in 
.. 

understanding an expres~ion.. .t~ot o~ly that, It has been shown that 

\'lith the help of the notion of synonymity theories. ot meaning can 

be converted into theories of $ynonymity. If as. me~ing of em 

expression we consider only another expression#' question like 'what 

do we. mean by meaning of an expression• does not arise at all. 

Hence,. different theo~ies o£ meaning would turn into theories of 

synon,Ymity in the following ways. 'rhus# •meaning of an expression 

is its z:eferrent• \vould turn into •meaning of an expression is 
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another expression having the same referrent, • meaning o~ an 

expression is the idea it evokes • would turn into • meaning of an 

expression is another expression evoking the same idea•, •meaning 

of an expression is its truth-condi.tions·• would be • meaning of an 

expression is another expression having the same truth-:,C.O}!_~i~io;n§o~ -

Now, in preparing a suitable account of meaning the positive stand

point would consist in considering understanding of meaning only 

as a process. Since meaning cannot be exhibited in the world, nor 

can it be embodied in the series of sounds, meaning of an expression 

should consider as something that can only be grasped or understood~ 

Now, understanding an expression is a process. I.t involves two types 

of rreaning, intended meaning and received meaning •. Understanding 

of an expression depends on the synonymity of these two types of 

meaning. Hence, it follows that without taking into account the 

intended meaning or the context, · it becomes somewhat difficult to 

<;letermine meaning of an expression in ordinary language. 

Now, referring to the . context stands as a question-mark 

before analyticity of the so-called analytic statements. An 

analytic statement. has been defined as a statement in whJ.ch meaning 

of the predicate is contaJ.ned in the meaning of the subject. 

However, the point is that i£ meaning of an expression is somehow 

dependent on context# would it be possible to draw a rigid distinction 

between analytic and non-analytic or synthetic statements? :In other 

\'110rds, would it :be possible to speak of eternal truth in connect;.ion 
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with analytic statement? .I.n order to deal with the above questions 

we are to $ee whether analyti.c statement can be J;"egarded as a 

statement depending solely on the literal meaning of the concerned 

expression or not., Although, from the above def!IU.tion of analytic 

statement it may appear that suc:h statement depends solely on 

literal meaning, a little reflection shows that it would not be 

corrE?Ct to treat analytic statement as totally contex~fre~ state-· 

ment. In f.act, if analytic statement were actually context-free 

then all the sentences constructed out of synonymous terms ~· 

defining in a dictionary could be counted as analytic ... Again,. 

statements like •Dunlop is Dunlop•, 'RabinOJ:anath is Rabin<U;ana'\~.b'' 

would be treatec1 as analytic if _literal -meaning were- the· onl;z concern 

o£ analytic statement. Actually, the above statements are not. 

analytic statements although they apPear so in their .surface

structure .. aence, it can be concluded that any sharp distinetion 

between analytic and synthetic statement is CJ.££icult t.o draw: and 

if analytic $taternent be called context-fl'.:'ee statenent., it is Ci:t; 

least imiiediate or remote con text-free and nothing more. 

Now# .impo~sib;f.Uty of rigid dist.inction be~ween anal~i.c 

and synthetic l~ads us to another imposs!Pility of drawing ~Y 

,sharp distinQti.on bet;ween analytic truth or eternal t:~uth and 

synthetic truth or contingent truth. In fact. due to some funda

mental changes in the concept of eterna-l. truths_, such truth$ are 

not considered now as truths which would remain the same forever 

and foJ;ever. Hence, instead o£ speaking eternal or analytic- truth 
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as such, it would be better to consider such truth only .tn relation 

to a system. 

From our Qj.scussion on the three aotions analyticity, 

synonymity and meaning arises another question regarding the 

jurisdiction o~ di£ferent br~ches of philosophy.- I:t has been 

argued that if clarif.:Lccation of the notion of analyticity presupposes 

clarification of the notion of synonymity and notion o£ meaning, 

would it be possible to draw a clear-cut distinction among the 

different branches of philosophy in general and between epistemo

logy and philosophy of language in particulaJ:? ~hilosophy has J:;xaen 

defined as understanding and appreciating of life and universe. 

Now, thinking and understanding of life alli universe means thinking 

and understandi~g of certain problems foxmul.at.ed in a language. 

Hence, clar,lf.;Lcation .of the problems of language is a necessary 

step to ··understand philosophical. problem$ properly. Thus, ph,i.l.osophy 

of language as a special branch of phi.losophy makes .its appearance. 

Due to the pervasive nature of language, problems concez;ning 

language crop up in almost all the branches of philosophy and 

consequently:, it becomes somewhat dif:fic.ult 'to mark a clear jur:Ls-o 

dict.ion of l.anguage. ltpistenology as ·a l>.t:anch of philosophy de~s 

t·J.i.th the :f acto.t:s* cond.i.tions and limitations o£ knowledge. Now, 

ep~stemo~ogy or science of knowledge meets wi~h language ~ 

connection with a number of problems and among those the ~oblem 

of analyticity .is mention-worthy. Regarding analytic knowledge. 

questions ax;ise in the .following forms. In lrihat way an analyt~c 



statement el'pressing analytic knowledge can be .:1denti£ied'J Can we 

identify .such a statement as met:ely an aprior.1 st.at.ement? can the 

notion of analyticj;t;:.y be defined in terms of the notion t>f· .SYPIJJI->' 

mity? cant~ notion of analy1;ic$ty be ·detined in terms of meaning? 

All the above questions make the point c~ear th.at any c~~aJ:ioiiC~ 

demarcation among the different branches of philosophy should not 

be entertained•· since philc;»sophy deals wj.th t.he gonc:eptua1 iknowleige 

of the. Un-iverse as a whole~ demarcation among tbe differep.t ·branches 

shhould be vieweO. onl.y ·&J apparent and imposed detnarcat:ion. 


